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tuned to women or toward men, they knew that this tuning
called forth different qualities in their sons. They had no fear of
this gay tuning, not disgust or shame. All children were loved
then for who they had chosen to be as they came into the
world. All children were loved for the necessity of their being
in the world - for the world - exactly as they had chosen.

EUROFAERIE

Parents still sense this in their sons, this tuning; But several thousand years of history have turned their responses from love to
rejection. Unconsciously, in their wombs, mothers with gay
sons often turn against them. Often later, their rejection of
those sons creates such guilt in them that they try to make up
for it by clinging, by trying to lovingly switch their tuning.
Fathers of gay sons reject them early on also. They sense the
tuning, but remain distant because there is no expectation of
their being nurturant. So that boys who will grow up to be men
who love men lack the closeness of father they need, and
carry their mother’s sense of fault and guilt with them.
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Searching for
Gay History
by Andrew Ramer

I

n searching for gay history one must turn inward to the
depths of self, or turn outward to those who carry the memories. It is not enough to go back to ancient Greece, or to samurai Japan, or to look at the cross-dressing shaman/healers in
the tribal nations of the world. Because the fullness of gay
history lies beyond the term of what you call history.
At the end of the Ice Ages, human beings as a whole made
certain fundamental consciousness choices that effect your
lives to this day. Territory and property were invented as concepts by a people used to cold and scarcity on the material
plane. A separation between power and nurturance was
made by men and women, in an effort to understand themselves better. So that all of human history, and gay history,
have been colored by those choices.
Gayness, as you call it, is a matter of vibration. Gay men are
“tuned” differently than other men. This difference in vibration
is what allows men who are drawn to men to recognize each
other. They sound different than men who are tuned toward
women. At the end of the time of Ice, this tuning was still understood by everyone as a part of the fullness of human nature. A
sensitive mother could often tell before her child was born that
he had chosen to incarnate as a man tuned to men. She could
feel the sound of his tuning in her body. A less sensitive mother might not be able to tell that soon, but the others around her
would. And even if they were no others around, by the time that
child was weaned, the mother always knew that this child was
running a different energy than a boy who would be tuned to
women. Fathers of boys knew this too, that they might be

It was not this way in the Ice Age. It was not this way in the
transitional period between the withdrawing of the ice and the
start of what you now call history and the birth of civilization.
In that time, this matter of turning was still understood. Parents
understood it and honored it. The tuning on a boy child was
seen as a doorway to skills needed by the people. Art, dance,
music, healing, were seen as special gifts that could come with
this tuning. And every family was blessed that had such a person in it. It was an honor to that family, a useful connection.
Often, the artificial grandiosity in gay men is a vestige of that
unconscious memory of status now lacking.
Most children feel at some point in their childhood that their
parents are not their real parents. Gay sons may feel this more
often than others, for lurking in their less than conscious minds
may be the memory of a time when their biological parents
gave them over to be raised by men who loved men, who
lived together in small communities near the larger villages and towns they were
born in. There were such
communities of women too.
Others will speak of them
and remember them.
Parents of gay sons loved
them, cherished them, and
knew that at some point within a year or two of their
weaning, it would be time
for them to be given to others
to finish raising them. Often,
these other fathers had been visiting them since birth, and
were uncles, cousins, friends. Boys were not handed over to
strangers most of the time. Except in far off isolated places
where the smaller communities of gay men were more widely
scattered. But even there, word would go out amongst the people that a boy was born in such and such encampment who
was tuned toward men. And eventually that message made it
to the gay collective.
For gay men today the time of coming out is a major rite of
passage. It may come at puberty or later. But in the past, the
rite of passage that set aside gay boys from the community
continues on the following page
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This was not a time when boys were given away, thrust out of
the homes they knew and loved. They were told about this
time, looked forward to it. It was a day of feasting for an entire
family, for an entire village, when a young boy was given to
the men who would father him together. They came to the village with herbs and other gifts. Everyone knew that the boy
that went with them would always return to them as friend, as
apprentice healer, musician, midwife as they began their journey of disconnection from their bodies. Everyone wanted such
a companion on the way, and rejoiced in the celebration of
the going off of one who would learn those skills, and come
back to them to share them.
Gayness was not just about sex. It was seen as a vibration that
called forth in someone certain needed skills, needed gifts. It
was a skill to be taught, to be cultivated in a boy. The two men
who fathered him taught him what they themselves had been
taught. Creating a loving chain of wisdom that existed for generations and generations in human history, the forgotten history. And in silent ways, this chain lives on. It lives on in theatre,
in dance, in music worlds. It lives on in sex and loving. But it
has lost its spiritual connection, its purpose. For gayness is far
more than sex. And as men remember this who are tuned to
other men, wisdom will begin to rise into consciousness that is
ancient and healing and needed by all of humanity.
There were such camps, settlements, encampments, villages
all over the world. None of this is recorded in history. It was
long forgotten by the time the myths of ancient Greece were
being told. But the memory of it abides in the silence of the
collective unconscious of all humanity. And it resides in the
unconscious minds of all men who are tuned to other men on
a subtle energy level.
It will be healing for all gay men to deepen in meditation and
remember these things, feel them in the body, see them in the
mind. It will be a healing for all gay men to allow their bodies
to experience the feeling of those villages, the sense of deep and
vital belonging, of life purpose. For such of what kills now is a
deep sense of not belonging, of having no real purpose in being
here. So let this healing rise up in you. Sit quietly and open the
mind to remembering. Remember a time when men who loved
men lived together in loving communities. Remember a time
when men who loved men joined together in pairs, to teach the
young boys who came to them as sons. Remember the time
when a life partner, a work partner, a heart’s true companion,
was freely chosen and joyfully cherished by all , by family and
community. Remember that kind of a life and rejoice in it. It is a
part of your history to be reclaimed. Ancient, but ever-present in
the less than conscious mind.
The world is not the same as it was then. This remembering is
not about going back, but about reconnecting. About connecting to one’s history in order to move ahead. The world

is not the same as it was at the end of the Ice Age. Families
are not the same, There may never be the kinds of villages the
world saw then, as there will probably not be hunting parties
and campfires and vision quests in the depths of dark, deep
caves. We do not recall to you these villages in order to have
you recreate them. We recall them to you to remind you of
what is possible to all people. At the end of the Ice Age, people lived in tribes. Reality was tribal, familiar. But as you sentient human beings prepare yourselves to take your place in
the web of sentience that connects the galaxy, all of Earth
becomes a single tribe, a singe village. And how you live in
that global village will not be the same as the way your ancestors lived. You may not have actual gay villages. But in the
midst of your urban reality, you may create safe and healing
and nurturing gay places for those who are tuned to that frequency to gather in, for ceremonies, conversation, quiet, shelter, haven, connection to others like them. There, the attribute
of functioning on this frequency will be taught and shared. The
spiritual attributes of what you call gayness. The heart-love that
connects all men who are tuned to other men through time.
In scattered places on this planet, some of these villages actually did survive into what you call recorded history. In Bali and
New Guinea there were villages, in Western Australia, Peru,
and central China. They are not recorded in history, but they
were there. There and in other places, struggling to sustain an
ancient memory of purpose, of necessity, of function in the
round of human existence. Some of the fairy lore of western
Europe is not by verbal accident preserving a memory of these
villages. Stories of fairies “kidnapping” children recall the
recognition of tuning still practiced.
When purposeful, spiritual connection is forgotten, the depth
of sexual connection often takes its place. Sex points one in
the right direction, deep into
the self, into mystery. But sex
alone is not the answer to the
gay dilemma of the present,
the sense of meaninglessness.
A sense of spiritual participation in the community of the
planet is the answer. And no
one else will tell us of our purpose. Its discovery must come
from ourselves, incarnate and
discarnate. Men subtly tuned
to men carry the answer. Is it our work to reclaim it, together.

...but about
reconnecting

Bonds between friends, sacred bonds between mates, bonds
between incarnate an discarnate. Let us rejoice in all of
them. When joy flows out from us, the world will know us as
we are and cease to fear. Disease will be transmuted. Of this
there is no doubt. ★

The above article is an excerpt from Spiritual Love/Secret Sex by
Andrew Ramer, which is part of a trilogy along with Two Flutes Playing
and Priests of Father Earth and Mother Sky. It was provided by AnnaLize, who also read it at last summer’s gathering on Terschelling. It was
printed here without permission—the editoress couldn’t resist the inspirational qualities of this text (refer to the editorial on the following page)
and took it upon herself to feature it in this issue of EuroFaerie Facts.
She hopes that she doesn’t get in trouble.
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elcome to the Spring ‘98 issue of EuroFaerie Facts
(EFF). Considerably longer than the last two-page edition, isn’t it? And more material is already piling up for the
summer issue, which should not stop all of you, who are thinking of contributing, to actually send your materials in—they’ll
eventually be published. So far, noone has been turned down
for wanting to be a part of either the (eu)RFD project or of this
publication, which is keeping our EuroFaerie community
informed, together and growing. Up to this point, we’ve had
contributions of stories and personal experience, but we also
need your art, photos, poetry... and dreams. Our goal is to
turn this into a European RFD! And soon. Since I’ll be going to
the States right before the production of the summer issue, the
deadline for receiving materials is a month earlier—May 1.

With the last issue, I started a section called FaerieTales. We
featured an inspiring article by Eunice called The Healing
Power of a Natural Connection. In this issue, I’ve taken the
liberty of reprinting, without permission, a chapter from a
book by Andrew Ramer. I simply couldn’t resist, the text is too
inspirational. And inspiration is something that we,
EuroFaeries, need a lot of.
I’ve been a EuroFaerie longer than an American one—my first
faerie gathering was on Terschelling only three years ago
(well, a faerie is a faerie with or without attending gatherings,
which can be the topic of yet another editorial). In fact, the
main reason that I’m currently living here is because I feel so
much more connected to the land, to the old continent, which
is where I was born. And my past connections with the faeries
in the States seemed to go only as far as being learning experiences, which I can bring with me here and implement in my
faerie life in Europe. But what I’ve observed, especially over
the past several months, is that most faeries in Europe
treat faeridom as a separate entity rather than
something which to incorporate into their daily lives. I see it as
two water ripples, created by disparate, but close in
proximity, entities that continually expand but never really
blend or mesh.
I don’t know why this seems so prevalent in Europe. Perhaps
because the EuroFaerie movement is still quite young and our
community is so small. The same dynamic also exists in the
U.S., of course, but perhaps because faeridom has existed for
almost 20 years and the number of faeries there is so much
larger—one feels completely surrounded by constantly buzzing
faerie activities. Or maybe the reason is the European mentality of complacency, developed over years of enjoying gay
freedoms implemented by the liberal governments here—that’s
why we are EuroFaeries, after all, and not the Radical Faeries.
It is also true that faeridom works differently for different
people. For me, the faerie connection has been one of a
healing energy and psychotherapy. For others, it could be a
substitute for a family, a safe & open space where one can
share her heart and emotions, a fountain of sexual exploration, a source for tremendous creative growth, etc. But when
faeridom is used as an escape from so called ‘real
life,’ it doesn’t really work, for without incorporating faerie
energy into our lives, we cannot transform the environments in which our daily lives exist.
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Why should we try to change the world
around us? Well, perhaps one of the main reasons you
have been to faerie events such as heart and drumming circles, or even the fact that you’re reading this newsletter are
signs that you’re looking for other connections. If you weren’t,
then you’d be completely happy surrounded by 200 perfectlytanned nipple ponies on a gay cruise in the middle of the
Mediterranean, rather than sharing tight quarters with 50
faeries in Terschelling. You are obviously searching for something different, something which urban queer culture or the
Western material dynamic is not providing you. But so is the
rest of the world.
Lots has been written about faeridom— from our history to our
purpose, from simple poetry to PhD dissertations. But the reality of it all is that Western culture has grown into a material
direction without incorporating spirituality into this growth. We
currently live in a world hungry for something meaningful, and
photo by Viking Diva

the

they were born in came early.
It was not connect to either the
blossoming of one’s sexual
desires, or the recognition of
them. It was tied to the realization of their tuning, their vibration, as boys who would grow
into men who would, amongst
other things, love men.

it is perhaps the perfect opportunity for faeries to reclaim our
roles as spiritual healers and facilitators—roles which have
been lost over the centuries to prejudices and fear, and are
currently fogged by the availability of social structures not necessarily suited for gay faeries.
Well, one way to start reclaiming those roles is by incorporating faeridom into our daily lives, and not treating it as something that we only tap into and then tap out of. Idealistic? Yes,
I am, perhaps. But anything which is pioneering is based on
idealism, as long as it is coupled with the self-awareness of its
goals’ realistic potential. For example, I envision this newsletter going into a direction of not only keeping a community
informed and together, but also of inspiring us to transform our
lives and the lives of the people around us. But realistically, a
newsletter can do so much—we all need to get
involved. So, EuroFaeries, get busy! Open your homes
and open your hearts for more faerie energy by creating regular heart and drumming circles, faerie coffee hours, rituals,
dances and lots more. Take initiative, be radical and subversive, or be subtle by simply being your faerie selves everywhere you go. Let’s inspire ourselves so we can inspire others,
heal ourselves so we can heal the world around us. And in the
meantime, don’t forget to stay LOVely like KuLOVly! ★

Kulov, a EuroFaerie @ Home

A Faerie Christmas
in Wales

time, but the sea waves told me “Be with us for a while, relax,
the circle will also function without you.” I shared this with the
group. One participant expressed that he could
only feel safe when things started on an agreed
time. He could not handle the concept of a “faerie time.”

by Anna-Lize

During yet another morning circle, I
heard myself say “Every moment in
this group is like a piece of cake. Are
we going to eat it now, or keep it for
later when it has dried and lost its taste?”
Despite the differences between this gathering and what I was
used to with the EuroFaeries, I ate all that cake (and plum-pudding at the Christmas meal). It left a sweet taste and many
warm colourful memories. ★

T

he Edward
Carpenter Community Presents: A Faerie
Christmas in Wales, a holiday residential
for gay and bisexual men: 22-29 December. For details send
letter to Beano in Nottingham. This announcement, on a firgreen piece of paper, came together with a Eurofaerie
newsletter in Autumn ’97. So I wrote for more information,
looking forward to the idea of spending those Christmas days
in a faerie-ish atmosphere away from home, Amsterdam. It’s
now the 7th of January ‘98 and I’m looking back to those
days, spent in the Youth Hostel of Manorbier—an ugly ex-military building in a beautiful environment—together with some
45 other men.
As I expected from the information by British faeries who I knew
from the Terschelling gatherings, this ECC meeting was different. There were no daily heartcircles and rituals to connect the
group as a whole, but just a general circle on the first evening
with a short introduction of each visitor. There was also a division by lottery in several subgroups that met every afternoon.
But this gathering included a lot of discussions, workshops
(such as Shamanism, SM, Tai-Chi), and a few general events.
The subgroup I went to did not give me a nurturing enough
energy. So I left it after a few days to spend the subgroup time
on my creative miniature doodling—on a table in the central
hall near the main entrance. There, I could be a listening ear
for other people who also left their subgroup because of personal reasons. When I could not experience a connection with
the group or what was going on, I could always center myself
by doing this “creative doodling.”
To me, the highlights of the Eurofaerie gatherings are the heartcircles and the rituals—these are the connecting elements. So
together with Alexander (Viking Diva) from Estonia and
Horst (Kuala Quapp) from Berlin, we formed, within the ECC
structure, a morning heartcircle. Our circles were visited by a
growing number of ECC faeries every day. As on Terschelling,
they were the highlights of Manorbier. And of course, there
were other memorable moments such as the colourful masked
ball evening, the cabaret evening, and the little sparkles of
group singing in the bubble bath of a local health club. Let’s
not forget the many moments shared in conversations with
Beano and Tom, the organisers, Gregor, Karl (with a K), Brian,
Ian, David, Ged, John, Tony, Mark and David—the cook who
made wonderful meals with a lot of love in his cooking.
Another highlight were my visits to the sea, near the hostel.
Since I was born in Pisces, I love the sea and water spots.
Some days, I befriended in silence the thousands of different
pebbles on the beach, other days I exploded against the
rocks. Such were my changing moods. One day, after one of
my visits to the sea, I came late for the heartcircle. Since I was
one of the organizers of these circles, I tried to rush back in

Anna-Lize, a.k.a. Jan Willemsen, is an artist who currently divides his
time between Amsterdam and Dordrecht. His miniature watercolors of
winged faerie penises are one of the biggest draws at the EuroFaerie
auction on Terschelling. To see some more of those paintings, you can
contact her at 31-20-6733024.

Milky Way Murmurs
by Hans, court astrologer of
the EuroFaeries

T

he planet positions
described in this article
are
general
trends.
Ever yone has his own
unique chart and reacts in her
own unique way to the daily
planetary influences. Therefore, things are not
so exact and shift on a scale as though “it’s a matter of a little
bit more or less.” Fortunately, we have our own will and are
not powerless puppets on a celestial string.
First, I want to explain a curious phenomenon, which occurs a
couple of times a year: the retrograde of Mercury and its effects.

From March 27 until April 20, the planet of communication
moves retrograde. The motto of this period is “good for the old
things, bad for the new.” Therefore, this is a bad time for new
enterprises in contacts, contracts, appointments, dates, transactions, purchases, etc. It’s only a good time for the continuation of something that started earlier. This phenomenon begins
to work a few days before March 27. You can experience that
some appointments don’t take place and some plans must be
revised. There will also be delays in traffic, mistakes in administrative work (accounts), and letters which will not be delivered
to the correct addresses. If you have to sign a contract, it is
better do this after April 20, but if it’s really necessary, read
very carefully the conditions and pay special attention to the
little details (in small print).
The day of March 27 has in this case the most risks. Since the
nebulous planet Neptune makes that day an aspect to the
Moon, it is a day of lack of concentration and without much
order and discipline. In addition, the Moon herself (the emo-
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EuroFaeries!!!

Sam Thiel (who’s in a serious need of a faerie name)
HOW TO GET THERE:

Sam needs your faerie spirits and help with ushering in spring
at his home, near Hamburg. Celebrate this festive season
with a day of beauty and ceremonies for the fertility
of our minds and souls.
For those faeries who’d like to arrive on Friday evening
(April 3) there will be a light supper at around 20:00 (faerie
time). Saturday, after the morning heart circle, will be devoted
to a day of beauty for the faerie spring maidens. On Sunday,
the fabulous late brunch will go into the cock-tail hour, followed by leave-taking rituals. All of this will be accompanied
by lotsa music & great food. “Some things are already putting
forth leaves and growing... adding faerie energy and spiritual growth could only enhance the feeling of renewal!!!”
PRACTICAL STUFF:

Sam’s house can accommodate only up to 10 people (so this
will be a very intimate gatherette). He has a full-equipped
sauna, which he hopes to fix in time for this gatherette. So,
bring at least a couple of towels, a sleeping bag, and bedding. There are several beds but not a lot of blankets. If you’re
driving, please bring extra stuff (including drag).
Sam will need some help with the food shopping & preparation—cooking together is always fun! In order to help him with
expenses, each faerie is expected to contribute anywhere from
25DM to 40DM for the two days. This amount is based on
your income (on a sliding scale). Any left over cash, after
covering expenses, will be contributed to the EuroFaerie fund.
So, be generous!

Sam’s address is: Vorm Dorf 17, 21727 Estorf-Gräpel, Germany.
Tel/fax: (49) 4140 590. Mobile: (49) 177 231 7220.
By Public Transport: First, take a train to Hamburg. Then
transfer to a train in the direction of Cuxhaven. Get off at
Himmelpforten. From there, you could take a bus, or you could
be picked up (let Sam know if you need more information).
By Car: This route is much easier. First, get onto the A7 in the
direction of Hamburg. Just follow the signs for the Elbtunnel
and the airport Fuhlsbüttel. Right after the autobahn crossing
of Hamburg-Südwest and before the Elbtunnel, take the exit for
Cuxhaven on the B73. Follow the B73 to Stade, where it intersects with the B74 in the direction of Bremen/Bremervörde.
Do not take any other roads to Bremervörde, but only the B74!
From this intersection (having turned left), you drive 21km to a
village called Elm. Once there, you take the first right turn to
Estorf and Himmelpforten on the Himmelpfortener Strasse. You
drive on this street for 5km until you see a sign for Kranenburg
and Gräpel. Go into the village until you find a phone booth
on the main street. When you stand in front of this booth,
you’ll see a large old farmhouse set way back from the street.
It has a tree house in front, a thatched roof and a faerie aura...
that’s it. Sam will fax or mail you a map upon request.
For those of us anticipating an exciting summer, full of gatherings & events, of queer & faerie energy, this Spring Maidens
Gatherette and the May Dance one in Bonn (see back of this
insert) will be nice thirst quenchers until we gather again in
Ameland, in July. ★

✄

Although this is not a ‘formal’ gathering, it will help Sam if you let him know whether you will be attending by
mailing or faxing (see above address info) this form to him by March 31. You can telephone him as well.
Name______________________________________________________________ Faerie Name___________________________________
Address/Street & No.________________________________________________________________________________________________
City/Post Code/Zip_____________________________________________________________ Country_____________________________
Telephone ____________________________________________________ Fax_________________________________________________
Planned Arrival Date ______/______

I’m can bring extra stuff for sleeping (not including for yourself) _________________________

May DanceGATHERETTE
thru

hosted by

the Three Good Witches of the West
(Trish-Trash, Bonn-Bon & Peter-Liebchen)

hey,

PRACTICAL STUFF:

If you’re not participating in the Queen’s Day festivities in
Holland and want to help set up and celebrate
Walpurgisnacht (night of the witches), you can arrive on the
evening of April 30.
You will need to bring a towel, sleeping bag/sheets, and
mattress (especially, if you’re arriving by car). The RheinGold
Faeries can accommodate only up to 20 people! If you bring
your tent, more faeries will be able to attend! In addition,
please take your drums with you and bring ribbons (Bänder)
for our ritual. You can also bring old sheets or clothes which
we can rip into strips and make ribbons that way. But most
importantly, bring your creativity, playfulness and open hearts
to help make this a fabulous gatherette.
For food preparation, the RheinGolds will need volunteers,
especially for the dinners on the Friday and Saturday evenings
(breakfasts and lunches will be more simple). Psyche yourself
for cooking and dishwashing.
In order to help the RheinGold Faeries with expenses, each
faerie is expected to contribute anywhere from 50DM to
100DM for the entire weekend. This amount is based on your
income (on a sliding scale). Be generous!

G A T H E R I N G S
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Have we become sooooooooo
fabulous that we’re having not
one but two gatherings
this summer yes,

?

& the RheinGold Faeries

EuroFaeries!!!
You are invited to a mini-gathering at
Trish-Trash’s house in Bonn, during the first
weekend in May. Come and celebrate spring in full
bloom with a MayPole ritual and lots of dancing!
The gatherette officially begins on Friday, May 1, with a full
evening of dancing. After a lengthy recovery and morning
circle, we’ll continue the next-day festivities with a May Pole
Ritual. This can be followed by drumming and even more dancing and frolicking on a nearby meadow and in the surrounding
woods. There has been a rumour that the goddess might be
observing our frolic from a deer-hunting stand conveniently
situated at the edge of this special meadow. We’ll leave the
following day, Sunday, May 3, for another morning heart
circle and for the low-key energy of chatting, bonding and
catching-up, after which will slowly head our ways.
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we’ve grown so much
over the past couple of years and due
to such popular demand and to the influx
of American faeries coming to visit this
summer for the Gay Games, we’re having two
and one right
summer gatherings: one
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Summer ‘98 Gatherings for Spiritual Queer Folk
HOW TO GET THERE:

If you’ve never been to Trish-Trash’s house (Berghovenerstr. 57,
in the most beautiest suburb of Bonn—Oberkassel), you might
need to request a map to his house and follow these directions:
By Public Transport: From the main train station in Bonn
(Hbf), take tram no. 62 (direction Oberkassel) or tram no. 66
(direction Bad Honnef or Königswinter). Get off at stop
Oberkassel-Mitte. The house is about an 8-10 minute walk (the
RheinGold Faeries will fax or mail you a map upon request).
By Car: Take autobahn A59 Köln in direction of
Königswinter. Exit at Oberkassel (the RheinGold Faeries will
fax or mail you a map upon request).
Although this is not a ‘formal’ gathering, it will
help the RheinGold Faeries if you let them know
whether you will be attending by April 24.
phone: (49) 228 651249 (Bonn-Bon)
fax: (49) 228 443218 (Trish-Trash)
e-mail: geert.oetken@t-online.de
post: Geert Oetken, Berghovenerstr. 57, 53227 Bonn, Germany

EuroFaerie ArtCamp

july 17-24

on Ameland
7-day gathering
Maximum capacity:
30 people

T

ake this anyway you’d like! But it’s a first one for us—our
idea of having a high-heel boot camp just expanded into a
gathering concentrating even more on the arts. This
one is on a different island than we usually hold our summer
gatherings. The island of Ameland is just east of Terschelling—
part of the Frisian Islands in the North Sea, above the
Netherlands—and even though it is slightly smaller, it’s just as
beautiful. So, just as in previous gatherings, we’ll still have our
morning circles, our rituals, our delicious dinners, but this time,
let’s have even more fabulous drag, performances, painting
and theatre workshops, art circles, etc. Let it be clear that this
gathering is not for artists only. It is for everyone
who’s willing to let their creative side come through art and
spirituality. Just think of it as a constantly ongoing talent night.
So, register early, bring your creative minds and let the
muse be with you! ★

T e r s c h e l l i n g IV
11-day gathering
Maximum capacity:
50 people

august 10-21

TWierschuur

his is the gathering that started it all. It’s held on the beautiful island of Terschelling, in an old farm called De
—the last and most isolated house on the far
end of the island. The house will be the scene of a "gathering
of the tribe," of re-uniting faeries from around the world! This
(fourth consecutive) year, we’ll have an extra (eleventh) day
to enjoy even more of the
friendships, comraderie,
bondings, heart circles,
bonfires, and Alfredo’s &
Cuddle’s cooking. Since
this gathering holds a very
special place in every
EuroFaerie’s heart, it is very
popular. Space is limited,
so please register early. ★

Name_________________________________________________
Address________________________________________________
City/Post Code_________________________________________
Country________________________________________________
Telephone______________________________________________
Fax____________________________________________________
I will be arriving on ___________. I need a map to Trish-Trash’
house, please fax______/mail_____ me a copy.
______ I’m can bring extra stuff for sleeping/______tent.

★

IN

A

CASE

YOU’VE

NEVER

BEEN

side from a circle of loving friends, the gatherings offer
you both of the islands’ vast beaches, dunes, marshes and
nature reserves. Each day begins with a leisurely breakfast
eventually penetrated by the sounds of a call to morning circle. Morning circles are entirely optional, but they’re the day's
best opportunity to share with the group, get to know each
other, and to plan and announce the day's events. A typical
day includes nature walks, beach fun, massage circles,

TO

A

EUROFAERIE

G AT H E R I N G :

ritual/ceremony planning, sunbathing, napping, heart-toheart talks, dancing, silent meditation, talent show, evening
bonfires, etc. Participation in all events is voluntary. But,
please remember that a gathering consists of what we all offer
from ourselves to the others there.
We will sleep in dormitory accommodations in houses offering
large common rooms, modern kitchens, open fireplace and
continues: see back
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recently renovated bathrooms with hot showers. No camping
is allowed on either site! We share in the daily tasks of cooking and cleaning. Vegetarian meals will be prepared and
cleaned-up after by volunteer groups of 3 to 5 persons. Lunches
tend to be more simple and dinners much more festive (plan on
bringing fun things to wear!).
You must bring a sleeping bag or sheets/blankets, a pillowcase, and towels. Ear plugs are recommended if you are a
light sleeper. Optional, but suggested items are: something of
meaning to you for our altar; something(s) for our fund-raising
auction; your favorite CD or cassette for meditation/dancing;
musical instruments—drums, flutes, etc.; talent show supplies—your act, costumes, dance steps, scripts, art supplies.

The gatherings cost 55.00 Dutch Guilders per day, which
include accommodation, food, bicycle rental and the most fun,
rewarding time you may ever have! Any remaining money
after the gatherings goes to fund our gathering scholarships
and EuroFaerie circles during the year. A few financial
hardship and work exchange scholarships are available. In
general, these are reserved for those who are unemployed,
living with HIV, or coming from countries without access to
hard currency. If you need a visa to join us, we can arrange
an invitation for you.
The islands are easily reached by public transportation.
Detailed travel info will be sent to you upon registration. You
must pre-register. See the information below! ★

✄

Registration

• You MUST pre-register! Plan ahead—register early! Preference is given to those staying for the entire
duration of the gatherings.
• In order to get the quickest response, you must register, either by mailing/faxing this form or through our
web site: www.eurofaerie.org, by MAY 1.
• There is a strong possibility that the EuroFaeries’ ‘Headquarters’ will not be available during the entire month
of May and first half of June, so please respond with any inquiries also by MAY 1.
• In order to avoid overcrowding, as in last year’s gathering in Terschelling, we request that you make a
choice and register for only one of the summer gatherings. If you’re interested in attending both gatherings,
your name can be placed on a waiting list for your second choice. Please mark one of the boxes below:

tional atmosphere of our daily life) moves from the dreamy
Pisces into the impulsive, impatient Aries.
Conclusion: be careful of appointments and all that concerns contacts and contracts in the retrograde period of Mercury. The same
is the case when the planet is in the last two degrees of a sign:
March 7, 8, May 14, 15, May 31, June 1 (Pink), June 14, 15.
My second and last subject is an explanation of the astrological
atmosphere of the May Dance Gatherette in Bonn.
Thursday, April 30 (Dutch Queensday)
This is a day of excitement, restlessness and agitation. Keep
quiet, otherwise arguments can arise. Don’t challenge people—
the disharmonic aspect between Mars, the planet of war, and
the nebulous Uranus causes this effect.
In the early evening, the atmosphere will be very irritating as
a result of the influence of the powerful and controlling God of
the Underworld, Pluto, on the Moon. This is not a good day
for a quiet and peaceful gathering. There will be a lot of movement and commotion. Anyhow, it’s a good time for original
and new ideas, insights, and unexpected things.
Friday, May 1
The first part of the day has the same atmosphere as yesterday
(explosive, irritating, aggressive, restless) but in the afternoon,
after 4 o’clock, the mood will be calmer and more positive with
the influence of the optimistic, friendly Jupiter on the Moon.
Saturday, May 2

❑ I’m registering for EuroFaerie Art Camp on Ameland only.
❑ I’m registering for Terschelling IV only.

❑ I’m registering for EuroFaerie Art Camp on Ameland.
Please put me on a waiting list for Terschelling IV.
❑ I’m registering for Terschelling IV. Please put me on a
waiting list for EuroFaerie Art Camp on Ameland.

Name______________________________________________________________ Faerie Name___________________________________
Address/Street & No.________________________________________________________________________________________________
City/Post Code/Zip_____________________________________________________________ Country_____________________________
Telephones: Home/Private________________________________________ Work______________________________________________
include country codes & specify best times you can be reached

Fax:_________________________________________ E-Mail/Internet________________________________________________________
Planned Arrival Date ______/______ Departure Date ______/______ Special Needs/Requests________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________ To complete your registration you must deposit 100.00 US Dollars or 175.00 Dutch Guilders via
Bank Draft (electronic transfer of funds, please add on the cost of the transfer to the amount)
to D. Kulov, Postbank Netherlands, account no. 7847541.
__________ I would like to donate to the EuroFaerie Fund by sponsoring a faerie from Eastern Europe.
Please indicate amount of contribution.
PERSONAL CHEQUES, MONEY ORDERS, OR CASH ARE NOT ACCEPTED!
Here is a quick and easy way to figure out your finances before the gathering:

Under the influence of a harmonic aspect of the relating and
pleasing Goddess of Love Venus and the Moon, there is a cosy
and friendly atmosphere in the morning—it is the time to do
pleasant things together. Besides, at the end of the morning,
the Moon moves into the Leo sign. This results in a playful
mood in which we can find the child within ourselves. This
lasts until the end of the Gatherette).
In the afternoon, the chaotic and dreamy Neptune causes a
less structured and spiritual atmosphere. In the evening, there
will be more restlessness and agitation, because the unpredictable troublemaker Uranus is not far from a very difficult
aspect with the Sun. People could become excited, nervous,
and irritated. Sudden events can totally break the normality of
a situation. A sleepless night full of surprises?
Sunday, May 3
The same situation as yesterday.
It is a good day for brainstorming and taking walks. Don’t stay
the whole day sitting at home, because then can arise irritation and arguments.
That’s all for this article. In the next issue, I will describe the
celestial weather/atmosphere for the time of the gatherings in
Ameland (July) and Terschelling (August). In the meantime,
don’t let the murmurs sway your milky way. ★

EuroFaerie Art Camp (385 Dutch Guilders for 7 days)
Terschelling IV (605 Dutch Guilders for 11 days)
Subtract your deposit in Dutch Guilders

–

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE by July 1

=

Please photocopy this announcement and pass it on to others!

Noordeindseweg 107a • 2651 LG Berkel en Rodenrijs
T H E
N E T H E R L A N D S
tel/fax: 31-10-512-0972
e-mail: j.ferguson@pi.net

Hans Oving has the official title of Court Astrologer of the EuroFaeries.
For personal astrological charts and palm readings, you can contact
him at: 31-20-6968773. His readings are extremely accurate.
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o all of the EuroFaeries
who purchased some of
(eu)
our fundraising booklets consisting of our 20-page section in RFD: sincerest
thanks. However, we are
still ways to go in covering
the production costs of this
(eu)RFD. We have several
copies of this small booklets
left. Each booklet is printed
in black on pink paper
and has been hand-bound
in clear plastic on Lekker
Ding’s special binding
machine at the Faerie
Farm. (eu)RFD features EuroFaerie art, performance, personal
accounts and academic musings on faeridom, our astrological
chart, some of Alfredo’s recipes, EuroFaerie dicks and
much more. Since it is a comprehensive peek into the
EuroFaeries and showcases what we are about, it makes perfect gifts for those non-faerie friends who always ask what the
faeries are about. Or to the ones
whom you’ve tried to persuade to
come to faerie circles and/or gatherings but they never had the guts
till
to do so.

RFD

SPECIAL EUROFAERIE SECTION

shop
you
drop

f10/10DM each + plus postage

B

ut we now also have the complete, long-awaited winter issues
of RFD (with our EuroFaerie section at the center). Yes, the
community in Tennessee, which publishes this faerie magazine, had mailed our copies via sea. They are finally here and
we have several copies left for fundraising. In addition to featuring us, this issue has an ongoing section on spirituality, as well as faerie
personals and much
more. It makes a

great entry into
your faerie library
or collection. Plus, as

much as we here at EFF
are puzzled about their
choice of a cover photo
(are they a bit cynical by
featuring a gay ‘angel’
just before Christmas or
did they give in to competition of porn magazines
at the gay section of US
bookstores?), the boy is
cute and in full color.

f15/15DM each + plus postage

phone 31-20-4204531 to order your copies!
They can be shipped to you or you may pick them up in
person during our next faerie event. Support your faerie
community! Your contribution is greatly appreciated! ★
p.s. Those faeries who contributed to RFD and have not yet received
their free copy, please contact Kulov at the above number, as well.
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The First Annual Business Afternoon at Kulov’s flat in
Amsterdam went extremely well. The topic that permeated the
day’s discussions was what to do about registering the
EuroFaeries as a not-for-profit organization. After a few hours
of comments, suggestions, opinions, etc., a business committee
consisting of Trixy, Eunice and Lekker Ding was formed. Their
main goal in these couple of months is to do research in registering the EuroFaeries as a “stichting” or as a “vereniging”
(and perhaps as both) within Holland and the EC. We’ll
keep the community
posted on their findings. Other topic of
discussions were
summer gatherings,
participation in the
Canal Parade during the Gay Games
and more programming ideas which
will eventually be listed in this newsletter.
The celebration of Brigid at the faerie farm went very well. We
thank the FaerieGram, published by the New York faeries, for
providing us with insights and the text for our ritual. Lana, not
the one from the BBC but one of Kulov’s best friends who was
visiting from the States, presided as the goddess Brigid.
Although she had to settle for the title of “Goddess” (she’s
actually always dreamed of being a “Benevolent Dictator”),
Lana had a fantastic time. She gave birth to a chocolate penis
(symbolizing the upcoming spring), out
of which we all took a bite. Since
Brigid is the patron of poetry and
in one of the legends she
changed bath water into beer
(only the Irish can think of that),
we all wrote poems in her honor
and had a sip of beer with the
bites of chocolate (yuk!). The
heart circle after the ritual was
very strong and what felt wonderful
photo by Kulov
was that the presence of a woman (who
enjoys penises as much as we do) didn’t inhibit anyone. We
need to open our circles and gatherings to more women, for
faeries come in all kinds of sexes and orientations.
The faerie dinner & circle at Trish-Trash’s house in Bonn on
February 7 was very relaxing. After taking a long sauna, we
enjoyed a fabulous dinner prepared by Liebchen. Then during
a mellow circle, Trish-Trash, Bonn-Bon and Liebchen initiated
Andreas into the RheinGold Faeries by giving him an aura massage. They are now known as the Three Good Witches of the
West, with almost 150 years of life experience, and are hosting the Dancing into May Gatherette. And by the way, is
Andreas’ new faerie name Dorothy?
Lekker Ding’s Midlife Crisis Dinner on February 13 at the Faerie
Farm was an acknowledgement of the astrological beginning of
her “change of life.” When one has only one midlife crisis in a
lifetime and it starts, of all dates, on a Friday the 13th, then she
should throw a fabulous dinner party. “You announce you’re
having a crisis and everyone shows up,” Lekker Ding pointed
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out. There were 12 faerie and nonfaerie folk alike being treated to
Alfredo’s great cooking. But where
was No. 13?
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April 4 & 5: Spring Maidens Gatherette at
Sam Thiel’s house near Hamburg. See the Special Insert on
Spring Gatherettes.

Our group attendance at the sauna
o n Va l e n t i n e ’s D a y w a s
F.A.B.U.L.O.U.S. Rather than being
overtly subversive and somewhat
shocking, as these events tend to be
in the States, the EuroFaeries who
were at the day sauna that day
(about 10 of us) tried to create a
safe and creative space for ourselves without imposing on the space and the energy of the others there. Our faerie space, of course, was open to all who
were interested and several men did join in. We were able to
frolic and give faerie baptisms in the whirlpool, ohm in the
steam room, stamp bodies with a heart-shaped rubber stamp,
have sex energy readings and a heart circle in a cabin, and
have individual times to ourselves, as well. We are planning on
doing this again!!! Next time in Köln? Hello, RheinGold
Faeries...
The first two Drumming Workshops have been a tremendous
success. The drumming circle with Paul, on February 28, was
at his studio and involved learning simple rhythms on traditional African drums—very powerful stuff. 10 faeries showed up
for this group jam session, but we’ll have to admit that we have
a long way to go in learning those rhythms. The workshop with
Cris on March 11, at Sambajallo’s studio, had a much more
meditative/improvisational approach. The 8 faeries present
learned to experiment with the rhythms in surrounding objects
while relating to the rhythm of their own bodies and the whole
group. The Drumming Workshops’ schedule is listed under the
Faerie Calendar. Attendance is f10/faerie (the EuroFaerie
Fund supplements the rest of the costs). We hope that by this
summer, we’ll be able to form our own drumming circles, without facilitators.
The Spring Equinox Celebration at the Faerie Academie in
Zunderdorp, on March 22, was quite mellow and relaxing.
Since too many faeries were either sick or out of town, we had
to cancel a drumming workshop with Paul which was scheduled for earlier that day. But quite a few faeries showed up later
for our ritual and heart circle. There were about a dozen of us,
including a couple of new baking faeries from Amsterdam,
Max & Joost, who brought the most fabulous spring home-made
bread. We dug out Persephone—in the form of a Barbie doll
buried there during our last Halloween ritual (during the winter,
she had grown tulip bulbs in her hair). After that, some faeries
helped Jackie Monroe with cutting the trees in her yard. This
was followed by a long heart circle with the freshly dug-out
Persephone as the talisman (she was later washed into a spring
maiden in the Faerie Academie’s new shower). The faerie
energy didn’t dissipate until late in the evening, long after the
fabulous veggie dinner cooked by us all. Special thanks to
Jackie Monroe for hosting and for opening the doors of the
Faerie Academie for yet another faerie event on June 6.
Roberto is offering free healings for faeries. Phone him to find
out more about them and/or to make an appointment at
31-20-6631887.
continues on the last page

photo by Anna Lize
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Sunday, April 12: Group visit of the exhibit on
shamanism at the Troppenmuseum in Amsterdam. This is
an opportunity for us to bring faerie energy to various displays
on pagan traditions on Easter—the perfect Christian holiday.
How appropriate!!! We’ll meet at the museum’s entrance at
13:30 (by the way, it closes at 17:00). The Troppenmuseum
is located near Oosterpark, on Linnaeusstraat 2, and is accessible via trams 9 & 14 from Central Station and trams 3, 6 &
10 from other parts of Amsterdam. Entrance is f10 per person.
In addition to the exhibition on shamanism, there are currently exhibitions of ancient Mexican masks and Indian paintings.
Bring colored eggs and your faerie frolic. For more information, phone Kulov at 31-20-4204531.
Saturday, April 25: Drumming Workshop. See below.
May 1–May 3: May Dance Gatherette at
Trish-Trash’s house in Bonn. See the Special Insert on
Spring Gatherettes.
Wednesday, May 27: Drumming Workshop. See below.
Saturday, June 6: A special evening with medium
at the Faerie Academie, organized by
Roberto. See block to the right.

Sjoerd Hidma,

Saturday, June 20: Drumming circle in celebration
of Summer Solstice at the Nieuwe Meer, the biggest
gay cruising area near Amsterdam. We’ll meet by the lake at
17:00 with our drums and/or plastic buckets and wooden
sticks, have a picnic and a heart circle with meditation, then
drum, frolic and cruise away into the shortest night of the year.
We’ll also have a tug-of-war between the day and the night
faeries. Bring a summer dish and/or snacks & fruits, blankets
and your enthusiasm for the beginning of a busy EuroFaerie
summer. Please ask the Goddess for good weather conditions,
but in case she doesn’t grant our wishes, we’ll meet at
Sambajallo’s studio. Contact Lekker Ding after June 15 for
more information on the event at: 31-20-5120972.
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Wednesday, May 27, 19:00-21:00, with Cris, at
Sambajallo’s studio in Amsterdam (Ruyldaelstraat 71E, 31-206719875). This workshop will involve using the body and
voice even more. Bring wooden sticks and plastic buckets/metal bowls. f10/faerie.
KEEP IN MIND THE FOLLOWING DATES:
July17–24: Our first EuroFaerie Art Camp Gathering on
Ameland. See the Special Insert on Summer Gatherings.
Please register by May 1.
August 10–21: Terschelling IV Gathering. See the Special
Insert on Summer Gatherings. Please register by May 1.
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August 1: EuroFaeries in the Canal Parade. We have registered to participate in the festive gay parade through the canals
of Amsterdam. But we still haven’t found a boat(s) for our faerie
float, which most likely will consist of Tinkerbell as the Faerie
Goddess surrounded by drumming faeries. We are looking for
a large motor boat to accommodate 12-15 of us or two smaller boats. If you know of anyone who has a boat or can get us
in touch with an inexpensive boat company, please phone
Pinkel at 31-20-6737634. But hurry, time’s running out!
August 1-8: EuroFaeries & the Gay Games in Amsterdam. We
are looking into bringing our faerie energy into the festivities
surrounding this international (and very mainstream) gay
event. Possible activities include a faerie performance evening
at a small theatre and a mass symbolic faerie wedding in
Vondelpark. Phone Kulov with contacts for a theatre space or
with other ideas at 31-20-4204531. ★

F U N D R A I S I N G
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special
evening
with medium

Sjoerd Hidma

Saturday, June 6
20:00
the Faerie Academie

DRUMMING WORKSHOP DATES:
Saturday, April 25, 16:00-18:00, with Paul, at his studio
(2e Weteringdwarsstraat 73). Bring your own drums if you’d
like, but African drums will be provided by the workshop facilitator. f10/faerie. For more info, phone: 31-20-4204531.

N

f10

per person

Well-renowned medium
Sjoerd Hidma channels
energies that can give
insights into peoples
lives. He uses intimate
objects to connect to
a person’s inner most
feelings and issues.
Insightful & entertaining!

This fundraising event for the EuroFaeries is not
just for faeries—it is open to all. So, invite
your friends and anyone who is interested in such
phenomena. Bring a personal object along with a
question(s) you might like to ask the medium.
Coffee and tea will be provided, but bring sweets
and snacks. For more information on the event,
phone Trixy at 31-20-4632426. For directions to the Faerie Academie in Zunderdorp,
phone Jackie Monroe at 31-20-6368188.
Money raised from this event will go into the
EuroFaerie Fund.
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continued

Friedrich & Andreas have recently relocated from Stuttgart to
Düsseldorf. Their new address is: Karl-Anton Strasse 15,
40211 Düsseldorf, Germany; tel: 49-211-3694945 (for
Friedrich) and 3694946 (for Andreas). If you’re up for eating
sushi and are passing through their city, give them a ring—
they’ll be able to refer you to a good restaurant (according to
them, the city is more Japanese than German—many Asian
companies’ headquarters are located there).

MAILING LIST UPDATES:
A correction to Toy Toy & John’s telephone number. It was
listed in last issue as: 31-20-599-324264 (with an Amsterdam
code mysteriously stuck in there), but the correct number
actually is: 31-599-324264 (fax: 31-599-324265). The
editoress apologizes for any inconvenience.
Kulov has had to move from Jackie Monroe’s old flat—the sublettor (not Jackie, but someone else) had to come back sooner
than expected. But the Goddess helped Kulov to find a nicer flat
nearby. Her new address and telephone number are:
Roggeveenstraat 13, 1013 PP Amsterdam, 31-20-4204531.
And by the way, Jackie Monroe’s Faerie Academie address is:
Termietengouw 4, 1027 AD Zunderdorp, 31-20-6368188.
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Sergei, our Russian Faerie Lipsync Diva and last summer’s
Cranberry Queen, has received permission to come and live in
Holland with his boyfriend Maarten from Boskoop. Sergei
arrives on Saturday, April 4th. Give them a ring with faerie
greetings and congratulations at 31-172-215428. ★
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We need your art, photos, poetry... and dreams. The deadline for
receiving materials for the summer issue is May 1.

EuroFaerie Facts is edited and designed by Kulov. Very special thanks go to Sim Lee for his tremendous help in the production of this issue.
Sincerest apologies go to those faerie photographers whose photos, being part of the EuroFaeries’ archives, were used without permission.
Send your comments, inquiries and entries to:
Noordeindseweg 107a, 2651 LG Berkel en Rodenrijs, The Netherlands, tel/fax: 31-10-5120972, e-mail: j.ferguson@pi.net
Please photocopy and distribute this newsletter or phone 31-20-4204531 to request additional original copies. © 1998.
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